Upf3a is dispensable for nonsense-mediated mRNA decay in mouse pluripotent and somatic cells
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Abstract

Nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD) is a highly conserved post-transcriptional gene expression regulation mechanism in eukaryotic cells. NMD plays essential roles in mRNA quality and quantity control, and thus safeguards multiple biological processes including embryonic stem cell differentiation and organogenesis. UPF3A and UPF3B in vertebrate species, originated from a single UPF3 gene in yeast, are key factors in NMD machinery. While UPF3B is a well-recognized weak NMD promoting factor, whether UPF3A functions in promoting or suppressing NMD is under debate. In this study, we generated a Upf3a conditional knockout mouse strain, and established multiple lines of embryonic stem cells and somatic cells without Upf3a. We found Upf3a does not repress NMD in mouse embryonic stem cells, somatic cells and major organs including liver, spleen, and thymus. Our study reinforces that Upf3a is mainly dispensable for NMD and may weakly and selectively promote NMD in certain organs.
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Introduction

In eukaryotic cells, transmission of genetic information from DNA to proteins are under stringent regulations at multiple layers. Nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD) is a highly conserved gene expression regulation mechanism after DNAs are transcribed to form RNAs with RNA polymerases. Nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD) surveillances transcriptome quality by eliminating mRNAs containing premature termination codons (PTCs), and thus prevents accumulation of N terminal truncated protein. Meanwhile, through recognizing other NMD features, such as long 3’ UTRs and 5’ uORFs, NMD regulates stability of around 3-10% of normal RNA transcripts, and participates in fine-tunning gene expression (Kurosaki et al 2019, Lykke-Andersen & Jensen 2015). Thus, NMD plays important roles in cell fitness, stress response, etc (Hug et al 2016). NMD is essential for embryonic development and tissue/organ maintenance (Han et al 2018).

UPF3A and UPF3B are unique NMD factors among all components of mammalian NMD machinery. UPF3A and UPF3B are two paralogues of yeast Upf3 (Lykke-Andersen et al 2000). Phylogenetic analysis indicates UPF3A and UPF3B could be generated by a gene duplication event during the emergence of vertebrate species (Shum et al 2016). UPF3B is a widely accepted mild NMD factor negatively regulating mRNA stability (Chan et al 2009, Chan et al 2007, Kunz et al 2006, Lykke-Andersen et al 2000). Furthermore, UPF3B participates in early and late translation termination, suggesting orchestrated roles of UPF3B in life regulation of RNA turnover and protein synthesis (Gao & Wilkinson 2017, Neu-Yilik et al 2017). Interestingly, although structural and biochemical analysis show that UPF3B is one of central factors in NMD, UPF3B loss causes very mild or even negligible NMD defects since UPF3B only regulates the stability of a small proportion of RNA targets (Huang et al 2018a, Tarpey et al 2007). Meanwhile, UPF3A has weak NMD promoting activity in vitro (Lykke-Andersen et al 2000); in UPF3B deficient mammalian cells, UPF3A may partially compensate UPF3B loss (Chan et al 2009, Chan et al 2007), since
UPF3A and UPF3B, through their middle domain, could bind to the MIF4GIII domain of NMD factor UPF2 (Bufton et al 2022).

Not like other NMD factors, knockdown of Upf3a, Upf3b or Upf3a/3b shows no obvious developmental defects in zebrafish (Wittkopp et al 2009). Upf3a or Upf3b knockout zebrafishes are all viable (Ma et al 2019). In mammals, knockout mice of Smg1, Upf1, Upf2 or Smg6 are embryonic lethal (Han et al 2018). Upf3b null mice generated by gene trapping strategy are viable and have very mild neurological symptoms (Huang et al 2018b). Interestingly, Upf3a knockout mice are early embryonic lethal (Shum et al 2016), suggesting Upf3a may have different roles in NMD. A detailed analysis on Upf3a functions in HEK293 cells, Hela cells, mouse pluripotent cells (P19: embryonic carcinoma cell), somatic cells, and major organs, such as olfactory bulbs and testis, identified a novel function of Upf3a as a general and strong NMD repressor in mammals (Shum et al 2016).

Inspired by the finding of Upf3a as a general NMD repressor (Shum et al 2016), we set to study whether constitutive NMD activation upon Upf3a knockout could affect mouse embryonic stem cell self-renewal, differentiation, and tissue homeostasis. To this end, we generated a Upf3a conditional knockout mouse by introducing 2 loxP sites floxing Upf3a exon 3, which is identical to the published Upf3a conditional gene targeting strategy (Shum et al 2016). To our surprise, with extensive analysis on NMD target transcripts expression in embryonic stem cells, somatic cells, as well as various tissues including liver, spleen, and thymus, we found that Upf3a does not play a role as a NMD repressor, but is a weak NMD promoting factor in certain mouse organs. Our results reinforce that UPF3A is generally dispensable for mammalian NMD (Wallmeroth et al 2022, Yi et al 2022).
Materials and methods

Mice and genotyping strategies

The Upf3a conditional knockout mouse (Upf3a<sup>f/f</sup>) was generated by CRISPR–Cas9 gene editing in Cyagen. Cas9 protein, two gRNAs (gRNA1: AAATCTGTGTTCGTACAGA, gRNA2: CTTGTTACAAGCTTTAGCCG) and a donor vector containing the two loxP sequences in intron 2 and intron 3 of mouse Upf3a gene were injected into mouse fertilized eggs. The embryos were transferred to recipient female mice to obtain F0 mice. For validating the two loxP site insertions, PCR products using two pairs of primers (F1: AAAGAACAGTGTGCAATTACTCGG, R1: TTCACAGG TAGGAACGATTCCATT; F2: TGTCCTTACCTATCCATTGC, R2: GAGCACTGCGCTACCACCTGACC) were sequenced. For routine genotyping of Upf3a alleles, three primers were used: F1, AAAGAACAGTGTGCAATTACTCGG; R1, TTCACAGG TAGGAACGATTCCATT; M1, AGCTTTACTCTTGAGCCAC (Wild-type allele: 133bps; Floxed allele: 200bps; knockout allele: 412bps) (Fig 1A). To generate the Upf3a inducible knockout mouse, Upf3a<sup>f/f</sup> mouse was crossed with Cre-ER<sup>T2+</sup> transgenic mouse line. For genotyping of Cre-ER<sup>T2+</sup> transgene, primers (Cre-ErF: ATACCGGAGATCATGCAAGC; Cre-ErR: GATCTCCACCATGCCCCTCTA) were used (Cre-ER<sup>T2+</sup> transgene: 552bps).

To delete Upf3a in adult Upf3a<sup>f/f</sup>Cre-ER<sup>T2+</sup> mice (age: 6 weeks), tamoxifen (Sigma-Aldrich, T5648) was intraperitoneally injected at a dose of 75mg/kg for 3 consecutive days. Three weeks after the last tamoxifen injection, mice tissues were collected and processed for WB and qPCR analysis.

All animals were maintained under specific pathogen-free conditions at the animal facility of the Shandong University, Qingdao, P. R. China. Animal care and experiments were performed in accordance with the ethic committee guideline.
Generation of Upf3a inducible deletion mESCs and somatic cells

mESC lines with Upf3a inducible deletion were generated and maintained by following a previously published protocol (Li et al 2015). The genotyping on sex of each ESC line was conducted with published primers (Tunster 2017).

Somatic cells from mouse ribs (RDSCs) were generated with finely chopped rib tissues from male Upf3a\textsuperscript{f/f}Cre-E\textsuperscript{ER\textsuperscript{T2+}} mice at 4 weeks of age. RDSCs were maintained with EF medium (High Glucose DMEM, supplemented with 10% FBS, 100 units/ml Penicillin, and 100ug/ml Streptomycin).

For the deletion of Upf3a in mESCs and RDSCs, 4-OHT (Sigma-Aldrich, H6278, 1\textmu M) was used to treat cells for 5 successive days.

Expression of mUpf3a and mUpf3b in U2OS cells

cDNAs of mUpf3a and mUpf3b were amplified with PrimeSTAR® HS Premix (Takara) from an E14.1 ES cell cDNA library. The PCR products were further cloned in pEGFP-C1-EF1a vector with a seamless cloning kit (D7010S, Beyotime) (Li et al 2015). Sequences of pEGFP-C1-EF1a-mUpf3a and pEGFP-C1-EF1a-mUpf3b were validated through sequencing services provided by Tsingke. These plasmids were amplified with E.Z.N. A® Endo-free plasmid Midi kit (Omega BIO-TEK) and transiently transfected into U2OS cells with Lipofectamine™ 3000 (Invitrogen) following the company protocols. Protein samples were harvested 48 hours after transfection.

Protein extraction and analysis

Cells or mouse tissues were lysised with RIPA buffer (Sigma-Aldrich, 20-188) supplemented with combinations of Protease/Phosphatase inhibitors (APExBIO). Around 40-60ug protein was separated with gradient SDS-PAGE gel (4-20%, ACE Biotechnology). The following primary antibodies were used: rabbit anti-Upf3a/Upf3b (ab269998, Abcam, 1:1000); mouse anti-\textbeta-Actin (A5441, Sigma-Aldrich, 1:10,000); mouse anti-Lamin B1 (sc-374015, Santa
Cruz). The secondary antibodies used in these studies were HRP-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG or goat anti-mouse IgG (1:2,000; Proteintech).

qRT-PCR

Cells or mouse tissues were lysed with TRIzol Reagent (Sigma-Aldrich) and total RNAs were purified according to the company protocol. cDNAs were synthesized using HiScript® III 1st Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (R312, Vazyme) according to the company manual. qRT-PCR in triplicate for each sample was performed using 2xTSINGKE® Master qPCR Mix (SYBR Green I) (TSINGKE) on the CFX96 Real-Time PCR system (Bio-Rad). The expression of β-Actin was used as the internal control. The primers used for the qPCR amplification of Snhg12, Atf4, Gas5, 1810032O08Rik, Ddit3, and β-actin were synthesized according to a previous publication (Weischenfeldt et al 2008). qPCR primers for Cdh11, Ire1, Smad5, Smad7 and Snord22 were retrieved from Shum et al. (Shum et al 2016). qPCR primers for Auf1 and Hnmp1 were from Li et al (Li et al 2015). qPCR primers of Eif4a2 (PTC isoform) were from Huth et al (Huth et al 2022). Other gene specific primers designed and used in this study were listed as bellow:

- **Smg6**: F, GAGAACCCAGAGCAGATTCG; R, CAAGCCCATCCATGTAGTCC; ACACCGTACAGGTCTGTAA;
- **Smg7**: F, AACCCAAATCGAAGTGAAGTCC; R, ACACCGTACAGGTCTGTAA;
- **Eif4a1**: F, GGGTCGGACGCTCTATAAGT; R, GTCGGGGCCATTGTCTCTCT
- **Upf3a**: F, GCGCAGATTACTTGGAAGGT; R, TCAAAACGGTGACCTTGACAGC;
- **Upf3b**: F, AGGAGAACCAGTAGCCTGTCTGT; R, CCTTTGGCCTCTGCTTGAA;
- **Mettl23**: F, ACCCCAGCTCTTCCCCTGTCC; R, AGGAGGATAAGGCGGATGG.

For semi-quantitative RT-PCR analysis to identify the normal and the PTC+ isoforms of Pkm2, Rps9 and Ptbp2, primer sequences were retrieved from the previous study (Weischenfeldt et al 2012). Primer sequences for Eif4a2, Luc7l, Snrpb, Hnmpa2b1, Srsf10, Cask, Alkbh3, Sf1, Nfyb, Ccar1, Slc38a2 and Flot1 were described previously (McIlwain et al 2010).
**Statistical analysis**

The unpaired Student's t-test was used in this study. The statistical analysis in this study was performed with GraphPad Prism (Ver 6.00, GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, USA).
Results

Upf3a is dispensable for NMD in mouse embryonic stem cells

To override embryonic lethality of Upf3a null (Shum et al 2016), we generated a Upf3a conditional knockout mouse (Upf3a\textsuperscript{flox/flox}: Upf3a\textsuperscript{f/f}) with Crispr-Cas9 technology (see “materials and methods” for details, Fig 1A) and crossed Upf3a\textsuperscript{f/f} mouse with Cre-ER\textsuperscript{T2+} mouse, an inducible Cre transgenic line (Fig1B). Through intercrossing Upf3a\textsuperscript{f/f} Cre-ER\textsuperscript{T2+} mouse with Upf3a\textsuperscript{f/f} mouse, we isolated E3.5 blastocysts and established four Upf3a inducible deletion ESC lines. These ESC lines were genotyped as females. We treated these ESC lines with 4-OHT for 5 days, and confirmed Upf3a KO with normal genotyping and qPCR (Fig 1C, Fig 2A).

To further substantiate the successfully establishment of Upf3a KO ESCs, we screened a serial of commercial Upf3a antibodies and identified one newly released rabbit monoclonal antibody which could be used to detect exogenously and endogenously expressed mUpf3a and mUpf3b. Through WB, we found Upf3a protein was completely absent in 4-OHT treatment Upf3a\textsuperscript{f/f} Cre-ER\textsuperscript{T2+} ESC lines, indicating Upf3a knockout ESC lines (designated as Upf3a\textsuperscript{r/r} ESCs or Upf3a KO ESCs) are established (Fig 1D; Supp Fig 1A). Upf3a KO mESCs are all viable and show no phenotypic difference with their parent clones (Fig 1E, left panel).

To investigate Upf3a’ role in NMD, we conducted qPCR analysis on mRNA transcripts from following sets of genes: Genes including Cdh11, Ire1, Smad5, Smad7, Gas5 and Snord22 were previously used to characterize Upf3a as a NMD repressor in mouse (Shum et al 2016); Genes including Atf4, Aufl (PTC specific), 1810032O08RIK, Smg5, Smg6, Hnmp1 (PTC specific), and Ddit3 were widely used or validated as mouse NMD targets (Li et al 2015, Weischenfeldt et al 2008, Weischenfeldt et al 2012); Eif4a2 (PTC specific) was recently identified in Smg5, Smg6 and Smg7 knockout ESCs generated with Crispr-cas9 technology (Huth et al 2022); Upf3a, Eif4a1 (PTC specific), Smg6, Smg7 and Mettl23 (PTC specific) are designed in current study. In our analysis,
previously generated Smg6 knockout ESC was used as positive control of NMD inhibition in ESC (Li et al 2015) (Supp Fig 1B). In contrast with strong increases of NMD target transcript in Smg6 KO ESC (Supp Fig 1B), Upf3a KO ESCs showed no obvious difference in transcript levels of all NMD target genes tested (Fig 2A). Furthermore, we conducted RT-PCR analysis on AS-NMD generated PTC⁺ transcripts accumulation in Upf3a KO ESCs. We found a strong enrichment of PTC⁺ isoforms in Smg6 KO ESCs, but no difference was detected between control and Upf3a KO ESCs (Fig 3A-B). Thus, Upf3a is dispensable for NMD in mouse embryonic stem cells.

**Upf3a is dispensable for NMD in mouse somatic cells**

To rule out a possible role of pluripotency on NMD activity, we generated somatic cell lines derived from rib tissues of 4 male Upf3aẖf Cre-ER_T2+ mice. In this study, we named these cell lines as RDSCs (Rib muscle derived somatic cells). PCR and WB analysis showed that five days of 4-OHT treatment successfully depleted Upf3a in RDSCs (Fig1C, lower panel; Fig 1D; Fig 2B; Supp Fig 1A). Loss of Upf3a does not cause visible cell viability changes (Fig 1E, right panel). We then used qPCR and analyzed expressions of NMD target gene transcripts in control and Upf3a KO RDSCs. Previously established Smg6 knockout fibroblast was used as a positive control of NMD inhibition in somatic cells (Supp Fig 1C) (Li et al 2015). We found Upf3a KO RDSCs, as compared with their parent cell lines, showed no obvious difference in transcript levels of all NMD target genes tested (Fig 2B). Furthermore, RT-PCR analysis on PTC⁺ isoforms showed Smg6 KO fibroblasts had strong accumulation of PTC⁺ isoforms. However, Upf3a KO did not result in any detectable change on the PTC isoforms tested (Fig 3C-D). Thus, in mouse somatic cells, such as fibroblasts generated from rib muscles, Upf3a is dispensable for NMD.

**Upf3a deficiency weakly inhibits NMD in multiple tissues from adult mice**
Since NMD may have tissue and cell type specificity, to expand our analysis to other cell types, we utilized Upf3a inducible knockout mice (Upf3a\textsuperscript{ff} Cre-\textsuperscript{ERT2} mice) and treated them with tamoxifen to induce Upf3a deletion. After another 3 weeks, PCR analysis and WB show that Upf3a is efficiently deleted in liver, kidney and hematopoietic system, including spleen, thymus and peripheral blood from Upf3a\textsuperscript{ff} Cre-\textsuperscript{ERT2} mice treated with tamoxifen (Supp Fig 2A-B). These mice are viable and have no visible behavior changes as compared with control animals (Upf3a\textsuperscript{ff} Cre-\textsuperscript{ERT2}- mice with TAM injection) (Data not shown). We isolated RNAs from livers, spleens, and thymus and used qPCR to determine NMD activity in samples from 4 controls (Upf3a\textsuperscript{ff} Cre-\textsuperscript{ERT2}- mice with TAM injection) and 4 Upf3a KO mice (Upf3a\textsuperscript{ff} Cre-\textsuperscript{ERT2+} mice treated with TAM). In Upf3a KO livers, RNA transcripts of well-conserved NMD targets, such as \textit{Atf4}, \textit{Snord22}, \textit{Snhg12}, \textit{1810032O08Rik} and \textit{Hnrmpl}, are mildly but all significantly upregulated, while other gene transcripts, such as \textit{Gas5}, \textit{Auf1}, and \textit{Eif4a2} have a trend of increasement (Fig 2C). In Upf3a KO thymus, only transcripts of \textit{Auf1} are significantly increased, while transcripts of \textit{Smad5}, \textit{Gas5}, \textit{Snord22}, \textit{Hnrmpl}, \textit{Ddit3}, and \textit{Eif4a1} trend to accumulate (Fig 2D). It is interesting to note, in Upf3a KO liver and thymus, none of gene tested shows reduction at transcript level (Fig 2C-D).

In Upf3a KO spleens, expression of \textit{Cdh11} is significantly upregulated, while UPR factors, including \textit{Atf4} and \textit{Ddit3}, are significantly downregulated. Expressions of other 16 NMD targets have no difference between control and Upf3a KO samples. Overall, in spleens, Upf3a does not repress NMD (Fig 2E).

Next, we conducted RT-PCR analysis on AS-NMD generated PTC\textsuperscript{+} transcripts accumulation in Upf3a KO livers and spleens, we found no obvious change on PTC\textsuperscript{+} isoforms expression between control and Upf3a KO samples (Supp Fig 3).
Discussion

Upf3 is widely considered as one of core factors of NMD machinery, which is a highly conserved mRNA surveillance mechanism in eukaryotes cells (Hug et al 2016, Kunz et al 2006, Lykke-Andersen et al 2000, Lykke-Andersen & Jensen 2015, Yi et al 2021). In yeasts and worms, only one Upf3 locus is identified (Hug et al 2016). In vertebrate animals, two paralogs of UPF3, ie. UPF3A and UPF3B exist (Lykke-Andersen et al 2000, Serin et al 2001). It is even more intriguing that UPF3B is localized on X chromosome in mammals. Interestingly, although knockouts or knockdowns of NMD factors, such as Upf1, Upf2, Smg1, Smg5, Smg6 and Smg7, in various types of cells manifest strong NMD defects (Huth et al 2022, Li et al 2015), Upf3b knockdowns or knockouts have mild or even negligible effects on NMD (Chan et al 2007, Huang et al 2011, Lykke-Andersen et al 2000). Through generating a conditional knockout mouse model of Upf3a with traditional gene targeting strategy, Shum et al. found UPF3A represses NMD in mouse pluripotent cells (P19 embryonic carcinoma cell), tissue specific stem cells (neural stem cells and olfactory sensory neuronal precursors), somatic cells (mouse embryonic fibroblasts and neurons) as well as human 293T cells. NMD targets, such as Cdh11, Smad5 and Smad7, are all downregulated in Upf3a knockdown settings (Shum et al 2016). Meanwhile, mRNAs transcripts of Atf4, Gas5 and Snord22 showed tissue specific NMD activation or repression upon Upf3a knockdown (Shum et al 2016). Due to the strong NMD repression upon Upf3a deficiency, Shum et al. found Upf3a KO mice are embryonic lethal.

Two recent studies revisited the function of UPF3A in humans (Wallmeroth et al 2022, Yi et al 2022). Yi et al. utilized HCT116 and Hela cells and found that UPF3A function as weak NMD activator (Yi et al 2022). Furthermore, Wallmroth et al. used HEK293 cells and found UPF3A overexpression or knockout does not affect NMD efficiency. UPF3A could compensate UPF3B loss and functions in NMD activation since UPF3A/B double knockout has profound NMD defects (Wallmeroth et al 2022). These
two new findings, together with most of previous results, strongly indicated that UPF3A and UPF3B are mainly NMD activators and function redundantly in human NMD (Chan et al 2009, Chan et al 2007, Kunz et al 2006, Lykke-Andersen et al 2000). These two studies raised several possibilities on UPF3A role in mammalian NMD: 1) Upf3a functions distinctly in mouse and human; 2) Upf3a plays different roles in immortal cells and primary cells (Yi et al 2022).

In this study, we used Crispr-Cas9 technology and adopted the identical gene targeting strategy to generate a new Upf3a conditional knockout mouse strain. Furthermore, we characterized a newly released rabbit monoclonal antibody which could detect expression of mouse Upf3a and Upf3b in a single immunoblotting. With these two key materials, we successfully produced Upf3a KO mESCs and somatic cells. we found that Upf3a and Upf3b protein expression are higher in ESCs than in somatic cells (mouse rib muscle derived somatic cells) (Fig 1D). Deletion of Upf3a is compatible with life of embryonic stem cells and somatic cells, which is similar to Upf3b null cells (Huang et al 2011). Through a large-scale qPCR and RT-PCR assays, we found Upf3a loss doesn't cause decrease of mRNA transcripts of well-recognized NMD target genes. On the contrary, in Upf3a KO ESCs, somatic cells, as well as in various animal tissues, including liver and thymus, transcripts levels of these well-documented NMD targets remain unchanged or slightly upregulated. Of note, in Upf3a KO livers, RNA transcripts of NMD target genes, including Atf4, Snord22, Snhgd12, 1810032O08Rik and Hnrnpl are mildly but significantly upregulated, indicating that Upf3a has tissue specificity in NMD. Thus, our study indicates that Upf3a is not a repressor of NMD, but rather functions as a weak NMD activator in mouse. Our study, together with majority of previous studies on UPF3A and UPF3B, indicates that UPF3A is a bona fide NMD activator (as weak as UPF3B) in mammalian cells (Chan et al 2009, Chan et al 2007, Kunz et al 2006, Lykke-Andersen et al 2000, Wallmeroth et al 2022, Yi et al 2022). In this study, we only use qPCR and RT-PCR assays and analyzed around 20 previously characterized NMD targets with featuring of PTCs,
uORFs and long 3' UTRs. However, we could not rule out the possibility that Upf3a may repress other un-characterized gene transcripts in certain unexplored tissues, such as testis with highest Upf3a expression (Shum et al 2016, Tarpey et al 2007). Future transcriptome-wide analysis in Upf3a KO cells and mice would precisely resolve Upf3a’s role in NMD.
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Figure legends

Figure 1. Generation of Upf3a knockout ESCs and somatic cells. (A) Strategy to generate Upf3a conditional knockout mouse. Exon 3 of Upf3a is chosen to be conditionally deleted by Cre recombinase in vitro and in vivo. Wild-type (wt) allele, floxed allele (F) and knockout allele (△) are shown. (B) Mating strategy to generate Upf3a inducible knockout mouse line (Upf3affeCre-ERT2+). Upf3affeCre-ERT2+ mice are further used to produce Upf3a inducible knockout embryonic stem cells (ESCs) and somatic cells from rib muscle (RDSCs). (C) PCR analysis on Upf3a locus (Exon 3) deletion in Upf3affeCre-ERT2+ ESCs and RDSCs after 4-OHT treatment. Wild-type allele (wt), floxed allele (F) and knockout allele (△) are marked. (D) WB analysis on Upf3a and Upf3b protein expression in Upf3affeCre-ERT2+ ESCs and RDSCs after 4-OHT treatment. Protein lysates from U2OS cells expressing GFP-mUpf3a and GFP-mUpf3b are used to validate antibody. Beta-actin is used as a loading control for WB. (E) Representative images of control ESCs/ RDSCs (Upf3affe) and Upf3a knockout ESCs/RDSCs (Upf3a△/△).

Figure 2. Upf3a does not repress major NMD targets expression. (A-B) qPCR analysis on gene expression of NMD targets in mESCs. (A) and RDSCs (B). Due to considerable variances on expression levels of these NMD target genes between individual ESC and RDSC line, each data point (A-B) represents the relative expression of indicated gene in Upf3a KO related to its parent cell line. (C-E) qPCR analysis on gene expression of NMD targets in liver (C), thymus (D) and spleen (E) from control (Co, Upf3affeCre-ERT2- + TAM) and Upf3a KO (Upf3a△/△: Upf3affeCre-ERT2+ + TAM) mice. Note: *, P <0.05; ***, P <0.001; Unpaired Student’s t-test is used.

Figure 3. RT-PCR analysis on AS-NMD in Upf3a KO ESCs (A, B) and RDSCs (C, D). Accumulations of PTC+ isoforms from exon inclusion (A, C) and exon skipping (B, D) are analyzed by RT-PCR. ESC lines (ES1, ES2, ES3) and
RDSC lines (M1, M3, M7) are used. Please note: AS-NMD defects in Smg6 knockout ESCs and fibroblasts (Smg6Δ) are used as a positive control of NMD inhibition for this analysis.
Supplementary Figure legends

Supp Figure 1. Generation of Upf3a KO ESCs and RDSCs. (A) WB analysis showed complete knockout of Upf3a in ESCs (Upper panel) and RDSCs (lower panel). Three independent ESC lines (ES1, ES2, ES3) and three independent RDSC lines (M1, M3, M7) are used for this analysis. Please note: Left panel summarized the predicted molecular weights of Upf3 proteins analyzed in our study. (B, C) NMD target expressions in Smg6 KO ESC (B) and Smg6 KO fibroblast (C). please note: Error bars represent the variance of technical replicates in qPCR assay.

Supp Figure 2. Efficiencies of Upf3a deletion in TAM treated Upf3a<sup>ff</sup> CreER<sup>T2+</sup> mice. (A) PCR analysis of Upf3a gene locus in different organs from a Tamoxifen treated male Upf3a<sup>ff</sup> CreER<sup>T2+</sup> mouse. (B) WB analysis on Upf3a and Upf3b expression in thymus, spleen, liver and kidney from a pair of Tamoxifen treated male Upf3a<sup>ff</sup> CreER<sup>T2-</sup> and Upf3a<sup>ff</sup> CreER<sup>T2+</sup> mice.

Supp Figure 3. RT-PCR analysis on AS-NMD in Upf3a KO livers (A, B) and spleens (C, D). Accumulations of PTC+ isoforms from exon inclusion (A, C) and exon skipping (B, D) are analyzed by RT-PCR. Please note: AS-NMD defects in Smg6 knockout ESC (Smg6<sup>△</sup>) are used as a positive control of NMD inhibition for this analysis.
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal isoform</td>
<td>Normal isoform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTC- isoform</td>
<td>PTC- isoform</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ESCs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Co</th>
<th>Δ</th>
<th>ES1</th>
<th>ES2</th>
<th>ES3</th>
<th>4-OHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pkm2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eif4a2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luc7l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snrpb</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hnrnpa2b1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sfrs10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RDSCs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Co</th>
<th>Δ</th>
<th>M1</th>
<th>M3</th>
<th>M7</th>
<th>4-OHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pkm2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eif4a2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luc7l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snrpb</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hnrnpa2b1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sfrs10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* indicates significant differences.